Worksheet 1 - Do or Make (See *Teaching Guides* → 2. Group Work. Missing Word Game)

Who are the Missing Word Experts?

Lucy drops by her close friend Deana's house to ________ her hair and show off that ring.

Can you ________ exercises like sit-ups, speed-walking around the block?

She spent mornings at school and afternoons at home, studying and ________ housework.

Her personal life ________ her decision a tough one.
I am very lazy! I don't ________ anything special at all to learn new vocabulary.

But Lucy always ________ the cooking because she enjoy it.

It was ________ a sound like ts-ts-ts-sss, rather loud.

The boy ________ a speech about the forests.

I was able to ________ a cake for our Easter dinner.

She would ________ a plan and carry it through but was not yet sure what she wanted to do.